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Wasabi Direct 
Connect via Flexential 
FlexAnywhere
Lightning-Fast Connectivity to the World’s Most Affordable 
Storage Cloud
Wasabi is fundamentally transforming storage with the industry’s most 
cost-effective and highest-performing cloud storage solution. Now you can 
connect directly to Wasabi using Wasabi Direct Connect and Flexential 
FlexAnywhere—a software-defined network fabric that delivers secure, fast, 
low-latency connectivity from the data center and cloud, to the edge.  The 
integrated solution provides unmatched performance and economics for 
today’s data-intensive, delay-sensitive applications.

Wasabi Hot Cloud Storage Delivers 
Breakthrough Economics
Wasabi hot cloud storage is incredibly affordable and fast cloud object 
storage for any purpose.  Wasabi is 80% cheaper and faster than alternative 
cloud storage services like Amazon S3.  

Specifically conceived to make cloud storage a commonplace utility like 
electricity, Wasabi hot cloud storage is easy to understand, easy to order and 
easy to scale.  With Wasabi there are no confusing cloud storage tiers to 
decipher and no complicated fee structures to decode.  A parallelized system 
architecture lets you efficiently move large datasets in and out of the cloud. 

Flexential FlexAnywhere Provides 
High Speed, High-Throughput 
Connectivity
FlexAnywhere provides single-hop connectivity directly over Flexential’s 
100 Gigabit private network, avoiding internet latency and bottlenecks.  The 
Flexential backbone is built on top of high-capacity lit fiber, and leverages 
Layer 2 virtual local area networks for ultimate performance and security.   
Backed by a 100% availability service level agreement, FlexAnywhere is 
proactively monitored and managed by Flexential network engineers and 
includes built-in DDoS protection to mitigate cyberattacks.

Flexential operates 41 world-class data centers in 21 markets across North 
America, and its 100 Gigabit network extends into eight Carrier Hotels 
for access to all major markets.  Engineered for reliability, performance, 
and integrity, Flexential colocation services meet stringent security and 
compliance requirements, include built-in redundancies for guaranteed 
uptime, and are backed by 24/7 ITIL-certified technicians. 

KEY FEATURES
• High-capacity, one-hop access 

to Wasabi 

• 100% network uptime 
commitment

• Proactive DDoS protection

• Available in 21 N. American 
markets

BENEFITS
• Slash storage and data 

protection cost and 
complexity

• Simplify setup and 
administration

• Accelerate backup and 
recovery cycles 

• Reduce risk and exposure due 
to data loss

• Protect against equipment 
failures, disasters, human error, 
ransomware and malware



WASABI PARTNER SOLUTION BRIEF: Flexential and Wasabi 

Joint Solution Supports a Wide Range of Applications
The integrated Wasabi-Flexential solution supports a wide variety of use cases. Use Wasabi for primary or secondary 
storage for enterprise applications and data. FlexAnywhere and Wasabi Direct Connect provide high-bandwidth access to 
Wasabi, with predictable throughput, from Flexential’s growing portfolio of interconnected edge data centers.

Use Wasabi for fast, low-cost data storage for cloud workloads. FlexAnywhere provides high-speed, direct interconnects 
to leading cloud providers, including AWS, Microsoft Azure and Google Cloud Platform.es.

Next Steps
• CONTACT WASABI TODAY. Learn more about our price, performance and protection 

benefits.

• TRY WASABI FOR FREE. Get up to 1 TB for 30 days.

• To learn more about Flexential visit www.flexential.com or contact sales@flexential.com.

FlexAnywhere Provides Fast, Secure, Low-Latency Connectivity for Wasabi
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ABOUT WASABI 
Wasabi is the hot cloud storage company delivering disruptive storage technology that is 
1/5th the price of Amazon S3 and faster than the competition with no fees for egress or API 
requests. Unlike first generation cloud vendors, Wasabi focuses solely on providing the world’s 
best cloud storage platform. Created by Carbonite co-founders and cloud storage pioneers 
David Friend and Jeff Flowers, Wasabi is on a mission to commoditize the storage industry. 
Wasabi is a privately held company based in Boston, MA.
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